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Abstract— Video generation greatly benefits from integrating
facial expressions, as they are highly pertinent in social inter-
action and hence increase realism in generated talking head
videos. Motivated by this, we propose a method for editing
emotions in head reenactment videos that is streamlined to
modify the latent space of a pre-trained neural head reen-
actment system. Specifically, our method seeks to disentangle
emotions from the latent pose and identity representation. The
proposed learning process is based on cycle consistency and
image reconstruction losses. Our results suggest that despite
its simplicity, such learning successfully decomposes emotion
from pose and identity. Our method reproduces facial mimics
of a person from a driving video, as well as allows for emotion
editing in the reenactment video. We compare our method to
the state-of-art for altering emotions in reenactment videos,
producing more realistic results that the state-of-art.

I. INTRODUCTION

Generative adversarial networks (GANs) [10] have be-
come a leading paradigm in high fidelity face synthesis [17],
[18], [36], [34], [33] and talking head video generation [3],
[32], [35]. Despite remarkably appealing generated video
quality, one remaining challenge has to do with exploring
the latent representation and related control of the generation
process. Specifically, a novel question that we explore in this
work involves whether given a latent code of a pre-trained
generated talking head, we can manipulate/edit emotion in
associated talking head video (without affecting face iden-
tity or speech). We note that incorporating emotions into
generated facial videos is essential, as humans are highly
sensitive to subtle artefacts, rendering face generation highly
challenging [21].

Further, editing emotions in reenactment videos is of
particular interest, as emotions are highly correlated with
facial expressions related to speech. For example, a facial
expression can substantially alter the perception of a speech;
a speech delivered, while smiling can be perceived differ-
ently than the same speech delivered, while frowning. Thus,
disentangling emotion from speech related facial dynamics
is pertinent.

Motivated by the above, we here jointly reenact faces, as
well as edit emotions (e.g., anger, contempt, disgust, fear,
happiness, neutral, sadness, and surprise) in a single model.
We focus particularly on editing emotions rather than on
changing attributes such as hair color, gender and age, as
emotions are correlated with both, appearance and speech,
contributing highly to realistic generated videos.

Approaches for editing facial attributes in reenactment
videos include the following. Firstly, approaches, which use
images with target emotions as input of a head reenactment
system. However, finding input images with required emo-
tions highly restricts the use cases. Secondly, approaches,
which edit an emotion in a reenactment video by editing each
image of a synthesized reenactment video. Such approaches
involve two models trained on two different tasks, head
reenactment, as well as emotion editing. We note that using
two models trained for different generative tasks is time-
consuming and might result in large identity gap and less
realistic results.

Deviating from the above, we here propose a novel ar-
chitecture that allows for direct modification of emotion in a
reenactment system by alteration of the latent space in a pre-
trained and fixed head reenactment GAN. This approach has
the benefits that it does not require selecting images with the
required emotion as input, nor does it necessitate the use of
additional facial attributes editing models. To the best of our
knowledge, we are the first to propose such an architecture
for emotion editing in reenactment videos.

In particular, we adopt the state-of-the-art head reenact-
ment system Latent Pose Descriptors (LPD) [3] and propose
to disentangle emotion, identity and pose in the latent space.

Our contributions are summarized as follows.
• We propose an approach aimed at emotion editing in

reenactment videos based on modification of the latent
space of a pretrained GAN.

• We compare a set of techniques for emotion editing in
head reenactment videos and show that our proposed
method produces the most realistic results.

II. RELATED WORK

A detailed review of GAN architectures, as well as dis-
cussion of loss functions can be found in recent overview
articles [23], [37].

A. Conditional GANs

A dynamic area of research has to do with designing
GANs that incorporate conditions (e.g., attribute labels) into
the generation process. Such conditional GANs (CGANs)
generate images with desired properties under the constraint
of additional conditional discrete or continuous variables [4],
[24], conditional images [3], [5] or conditions of different
modalities [32]. Editing facial attributes allows the change
of attributes such as gender and age [4], [15], [20], [24].978-1-6654-3176-7/21/$31.00 ©2021 IEEE
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Fig. 1: Architecture of the proposed emotion editing system. The Latent Pose Descriptors (LPD) head reenactment system
is extended by three MLPs. Identity encoder, Pose encoder and Generator stem from the original LPD, and are being fixed
during training of our proposed emotion editing system. The Emotion classifier, a new module trained on the MUG or
MEAD datasets, is also fixed during training and is used to classify emotions of the input driving pose image and the
reconstructed image.

CGANs can be trained even with unpaired training data
using cycle-consistency loss [4], [5], [40]. Our approach
is related to these works exploiting cycle consistency to
preserve key attributes between input and mapped image.
While conditional GANs provide a level of (semantic) at-
tribute control, they fail to reach image-quality produced
by unconditional GANs, i.e., the synthesized images can
be blurry and encompass large face identity gap. We here
perform attribute-based editing by conditionally exploring
the latent space in a pre-trained fixed GAN, rather than
conditional generation, requiring attribute-based retraining.

B. Facial Expression Manipulation

Facial expression manipulation can be treated as a CGAN
that aims at editing facial expression with a given condition
as an image or a variable. StarGAN [4] constitutes a method
that considers discrete emotion categories (e.g., happy, neu-
tral and sad) and exploits cycle consistency. Similar works
[20], [24] edit an input image under the guidance of facial
Action Units (AU) to generate the desired expression. The
above-mentioned facial expression manipulation methods
change emotions in images. These facial expression ma-
nipulation methods can be applied for each frame of a
head reenactment video, however the resulting quality is not
guaranteed to be temporarily consistent and speech related
facial expression might not be preserved. Differently, our
method is designed to edit emotions in talking head videos,
while preserving speech related facial expression.

Emotional Video Portraits (EVP) [15] is capable of gen-
erating emotion-controllable talking portraits and change
smoothly their emotion by interpolating the latent space.
However, EVP requires audio as input. Out method is the
first to alter emotions in head reenactment videos using as
input only the visual modality.

C. Head Reenactment

Motivated by face animation in computer-generated
movies and digital games, head reenactment entails gen-
erating a video sequence, where a head from an identity
source image is animated based on facial expressions and
head movements in a driving video. Hence, facial dynamics
and facial expressions can be transferred from a driving
video to a source image [3], [7], [28]. Siarohin et al. [28]
used a set of self-learned keypoints jointly with local affine
transformations to model complex motions. Burkov et al.
[3] proposed a neural head reenactment system, driven by
a latent pose representation that is capable of predicting
the foreground segmentation alongside the RGB image.
Proposed system generated realistic reenactments of arbitrary
talking heads using arbitrary driving videos to drive pose
by firstly decomposing pose and identity. Gafni et al. [7]
synthesized novel head poses as well as changes in facial
expression by reconstructing a dynamic neural radiance field
representing a 4D facial avatar. In addition, faces can be
animated based on audio [15], [32]. Our method adopts as
pre-trained GAN the LPD [3] head reenactment approach.
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Fig. 2: Emotion editing in reenactment videos on the MUG (left) and MEAD (right) datasets. Each row represents a set of
frames generated by a method seeking to reenact the emotion indicated on the left.

Among state-of-the-art head reenactment systems, LPD [3]
produces good quality reenactment videos, as well as it
entails an encoder-decoder architecture with a latent repre-
sentation of pose and identity, that allows for modification
of the latent space of the pre-trained LPD model, in order
to change the desired emotion. In spite of high quality of
synthesized videos, the functionality of LPD is limited with
head reenactment generation. We extend LPD with a new
functionality of emotion editing.

D. Study on Latent Space of GANs

The latent space of GAN models incorporates semantically
meaningful directions. Moving in these directions corre-
sponds to human interpretable image transformations, such
as changing facial attributes. Associated works [13], [19],
[25], [27] proposed linear manipulations of the latent space.
Some works [19], [25] studied the vector arithmetic property
in the GAN latent space. InterFaceGAN [27] interpreted
the face semantics emerging in the latent space of GANs
with the help of off-the-shelf classifiers. GANSpace [13]
unsupervisedly discovered the latent semantics learned by
GANs using PCA.

Goetschalckx et al. [8] navigated the manifold in the latent
space, rendering images more or less memorable, i.e. aiming
at affecting the human memory performance. Jahanian et al.
[14] shifted the data distribution by steering the latent code
to fit camera movements and color changes. Yang et al. [38]
explored the emergent semantic hierarchy in scene synthesis
models. Voynov and Babenko [31] interpreted meaningful di-
rections in the GAN latent space by unsupervisedly training a
direction reconstructor. Our technique falls into the category

of methods that do not design a separate architecture, but
manipulate latent codes of a pretrained GAN.

The abovementioned methods control the latent space of
StyleGAN [17], StyleGAN2 [18], PGGAN [16], BigGAN
[2], which synthesize images from noise. Differently, we
focus on modifying the latent space of LPD, which takes as
inputs source and target images. Synthesizing talking heads
using pre-trained fixed image generators such as StyleGAN
remains a challenging problem, as it is hard to find a
meaningful trajectory in the image generator’s latent space
that renders temporally consistent images [29]. Therefore,
it is not clear, how to apply existing methods designed
to control the latent space of image generators such as
StyleGAN to edit emotions in reenactment videos. Further,
it is not fair to compare our model to the above mentioned
methods, as the hyperparameters proposed to analyze the
latent space of StyleGAN [17], StyleGAN2 [18], etc. are
not guaranteed to provide meaningful results for analyzing
the latent space of LPD.

III. METHOD

In this section, we describe our proposed framework and
its training objective functions.

A. Architecture

We select the LPD head reenactment system as the base-
framework, which we extend by the emotion editing module,
as LPD generates high-quality head reenactment videos, as
well as the system entails latent representations of identity
and pose that can be used for facial attributes editing via
latent space manipulation. We note that LPD performs head
reenactment based on latent pose vectors by decomposing
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(c) Approach 3. Feeding the output of HRS into the emotion
editing (EE) model which changes the emotion.
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variable.

Fig. 3: Approaches to modify emotions in reenactment videos. In each of the four testing pipelines a frame of a driving
video (yellow) and identity source images are fed into a head reenactment system (HRS).

pose and identity, preserving the identity of the reenacted
person.

We fix LPD during training of our proposed emotion
editing module and train only new modules designed to
manipulate the latent space of pose and identity. In particular,
we extend LPD with following three modules (see Figure 1).

• MLPidentity takes as input the identity embedding
from LPD and removes the information pertaining to
emotions, producing a new identity embedding.

• MLPpose is similar to MLPidentity , as it removes the
emotion information from the LPD pose embedding.

• MLPadain takes as input the target emotion, iden-
tity and pose embeddings, which are outputs from
MLPidentity and MLPpose, respectively, and produces
AdaIn [12] parameters which are fed into the generator.

Each MLP is a three linear layer followed by a ReLU
activation function.

Emotion classification network is a ResNet-50 trained on
the MUG and MEAD datasets to predict the emotion label.
This module is fixed during the training of MLPs.

B. Training pipeline

The training pipeline consists of two steps (see Figure
4). During the first step nine images I1, . . . , I9 and corre-
sponding nine segmentations S1, . . . , S9 are selected from
the videos of one person performing facial expressions with
different emotions. Eight images I1, . . . , I8 are used as

identity source and one image I9 associated to emotion e9
is used as the driving pose. Each of the eight identity source
images is fed into the Identity encoder, which outputs eight
identity embeddings 8 × di and the mean of the identity
embedding di is fed into MLPidentity . Pose embedding dp is
obtained after feeding the augmented driving pose image I9
into the Pose encoder and is fed into the MLPpose module.
We use the same augmentation of the driving pose image
as in the original LPD framework. Augmented emotion ea,
i.e., the emotion different from the emotion e9, and output
vectors from the MLPidentity and MLPpose modules are fed
into MLPadain that generates AdaIn parameters which are
fed into the generator. The output of the generator includes
the image IG1 and its segmentation mask SG

1 , i.e., black
background. See details in Figure 1.

During step 1 we employ emotion classification and dice
coefficient [22] loss functions.

Emotion classification loss. For a given input identity
source images I1, . . . I8, the driving pose image I9 and the
target augmented emotion label ea, our goal is to translate
I1, . . . I9 into an output at step 1 image IG1 with the identity
of I1, . . . I8 and the pose of I9, which is properly classified to
the target augmented emotion ea. To achieve this condition,
we use an emotion classifier Cls and impose the emotion
classification loss:

Lstep1−cls =I9,ea [− log Cls(ea|IG1 )]. (1)



TABLE I: Quantitative evaluation for the MUG (left) and MEAD (right) datasets. Emotion classification score (ECS), Fréchet
inception distance (FID) and Average Content Distance (ACD) metrics are calculated. The proposed method outperforms
three approaches in editing emotions in reenactment videos.

(a) MUG dataset

Method Approach ECS ↑ FID ↓ ACD ↓
LPD [28] A1 0.40 22.7 0.12

FOMM [28] A1 0.21 28.42 0.13
LPD A2 0.21 41.3 0.12

FOMM A2 0.60 20.17 0.10
LDP & StarGAN2 [5] A3 0.80 27.6 0.14

Ours A4 0.88 19.7 0.10

(b) MEAD dataset

Method Approach ECS ↑ FID ↓ ACD ↓
LPD [28] A1 0.51 47.4 0.18

FOMM [28] A1 0.21 40.41 0.16
LPD A2 0.18 46.0 0.18

FOMM A2 0.54 24.03 0.13
LDP & StarGAN2 [5] A3 0.16 127 0.83

Ours A4 0.58 25.5 0.13

Dice coefficient loss. Segmentation maps S9 and SG
1 are

matched with the following loss:

Lstep1−dice =
2
∑N

i pigi∑N
i p2i +

∑N
i g2i

, (2)

where pi and gi represent pairs of corresponding pixel values
of the predicted at step 1 segmentation SG

1 and the ground
truth segmentation S9, respectively.

Step 2 is similar to Step 1, except the augmented recon-
structed image from Step 1 is fed into the Pose encoder as
a driving pose image and the original emotion e9 is fed into
MLPadain instead of the emotion et.

We expect image IG2 and segmentation SG
2 synthesized

by the generator at step 2 to be as close as possible to
the original driving pose image I9 and its segmentation S9,
respectively. We achieve this with the help of several loss
functions.

Dice coefficient and emotion classification at step 2 are
similar to the corresponding loss functions at step 1:

Lstep2−cls =I9,e1 [− log Cls(e1|IG2 )]. (3)

Lstep2−dice =
2
∑N

i pigi∑N
i p2i +

∑N
i g2i

, (4)

where pi and gi represent pairs of corresponding pixel values
of the predicted at step 2 segmentation SG

2 and the ground
truth segmentation S9, respectively.

L1 loss is a per-pixel loss function:

L1 =
1

N

∑
|pi − gi|, (5)
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Fig. 4: The training pipeline consists of two steps. During
step 1 identity source images, the driving image with the
emotion e1 and the augmented emotion e2 are fed into a
head reenactment system (HRS). During step 2 the inputs
into the HRS are identity source images, the reconstructed
image from the step 1, the same as in driving image at step
1 emotion e1 .

where pi and gi represent pairs of corresponding pixel
values of the predicted segmented image IG2

⊙
SG
2 and the

ground truth segmented image I9
⊙

S9, respectively.
VGG and VGGFace feature losses are L1 losses computed

over ReLU activation layers of the VGG-19 model trained
for ImageNet classification and the VGGFace model trained
for face recognition are used, respectively.

Finally, the objective function to optimize our model is as
follows.

L = λstep1−clsLstep1−cls + λstep1−diceLstep1−dice+

λstep2−clsLstep2−cls + λstep2−diceLstep2−dice+

λV GGLV GG + λV GGFaceLV GGFace + λL1L1

(6)

IV. EXPERIMENTS

A. Datasets and preprocessing
We evaluate the performance of our proposed method on

following two datasets.
• The MUG Facial Expression Database [1] consists

of image sequences of 50 subjects performing facial
expressions including anger, disgust, fear, happiness,
neutral, sadness, and surprise.

• MEAD [32] is a talking-face video corpus featuring 60
actors and actresses talking with eight different emo-
tions (anger, contempt, disgust, fear, happiness, neutral,



sadness, and surprise) at three different intensity levels.
We use the publicly available subset of MEAD that
contains 30 subjects and we use front, left and right
viewpoints.

In each image, we re-crop the annotated face by capturing
its bounding box with the S3FD detector [39] and making
that box square by enlarging the smaller side, increasing
the bounding box’ sides by 80%, while keeping the center,
and finally resizing the cropped image to 256 × 256.
Segmentation is obtained by the Graphonomy model [9].

B. Experimental Setup

We split the MUG and MEAD datasets into train and test
subsets. MUG train and test sets include 10 and 40 subjects,
respectively, MEAD train and test sets include 6 and 24
subjects, respectively. 100 random triples of source subject,
target subject and emotion were randomly selected from the
test subset for each dataset.

We use the publicly available LPD model, pre-trained on
the Voxceleb2 dataset [6]. For each source subject from the
list of test triples we fine-tune LPD on the images of this
source subject. Next, we fix the parameters of the generator,
identity encoder and pose encoder and train MLPidentity,
MLPpose and MLPadain.

Fig. 5: FOMM head reenactment system produces unrealistic
results on the MEAD dataset. The chin is shifted on some
images with viewpoint from left.

C. Comparison with state-of-the-art

We consider four different approaches aimed at modifying
emotions in reenactment videos (see Figure 3). For each
approach, we propose state-of-the-art methods to compare
our method to.

1) Approach 1 and Approach 2 to modify emotions in
reenactment videos: The first approach to change emotion
in a reenactment video is to feed images with the desired
emotion into the head reenactment system. There are two
ways to feed images with the target emotion into the head
reenactment system. Figure 3a illustrates the first approach,
where a driving pose video with a target emotion is taken as
input. This case might be applied, in case it is easy to find
a driving video with a target emotion. For example, given
that a user seeks to animate a face-image with a video, it is
feasible to render a driving video with the desired emotion,
based on a single image.

Figure 3b shows the second approach, where identity
source images with the target emotion are fed into the head
reenactment system. It is reasonable to apply this method,
in case that there are limited number of target videos and

additionally identity source images with the desired emotion
are available. For example, if the use case is to animate an
image with a driving video of a famous actor and change the
emotion in the reenactment video, it might be challenging to
find a video pertained to the actor performing desired facial
expressions with the desired emotion. However, it is easier
to take photos of oneself with the desired emotion.

We use this approach to change emotions in videos
produced by LPD [3] and FOMM [28] head reenactment
systems. For the MUG and MEAD datasets we pre-train
FOMM on the corresponding train subset.

We show that Approach 1 works for LPD but not for
FOMM, and, on the other hand, Approach 2 produces good
results with a desired emotion for LPD but not for FOMM
(see Figure 2 and Table I). Moreover, Figure 5 shows that
FOMM sometimes fail to synthesize images with viewpoint
from left and right.

2) Approach 3 to modify emotions in reenactment videos:
Figure 3c demonstrates the third approach to modify emo-
tions in reenactment videos. In this setting, a video is
synthesized by a head reenactment system and a method for
emotion editing is applied to each frame of the synthesized
video to change the emotion in each frame. In order to
synthesize reenactment videos, we use FOMM [28] and LPD
[3]. As the current state-of-the-art method in facial attributes
editing, StarGAN2 [5] is taken as our baseline model. For
a fair comparison, we use the code released by the authors
and train the model on the MUG and MEAD datasets with
default hyperparameters.

Figure 2 depicts that this approach shows good results on
the MUG dataset, however, it fails on the MEAD dataset.

3) Approach 4 to modify emotions in reenactment videos:
The fourth approach aims at feeding the target emotion as
a variable into the head reenactment system during image
synthesis (see Figure 3d). Our proposed method falls into this
class, as the latent space of LPD is changed in accordance
to the target emotion vector.

It is possible to apply methods to modify latent space of
the pre-trained fixed GAN, e.g., InterfaceGAN, GANSpace,
etc., however, these methods are designed to modify the
latent space of StyleGAN, BigGAN, other image generators,
however not the latent space of head reenactment generators,
hence it is not fair to use the hyperparameters, which were
proposed for analyzing the latent space of image generators.

D. Quantitative evaluation

Evaluating a GAN w.r.t. one criterion does not reliably
reveal its overall performance. Therefore, in this work we
conduct model evaluation using following three metrics.

• Emotion classification score. To consistently evaluate
the ability of our model in expression editing, we use
a classifier trained to predict emotion and calculate the
probability of the target emotion (the higher, the better).

• Fréchet inception distance (FID) FID [11] is a metric
that calculates the distance between feature vectors
calculated for real and generated images.



TABLE II: Ablation study w.r.t. MLP modules after identity and pose embeddings. All metrics significantly benefit from
the proposed MLP modules.

(a) MUG dataset

Method ECS ↑ FID ↓ ACD ↓
Ours w/o identity and pose MLPs 0.43 25.1 0.13

Ours w/o identity MLP 0.60 23.0 0.12
Ours w/o pose MLP 0.63 22.6 0.11

Ours with identity and pose MLPs 0.88 19.7 0.10
(b) MEAD dataset

Method ECS ↑ FID ↓ ACD ↓
Ours w/o identity and pose MLPs 0.48 44.3 0.18

Ours w/o identity MLP 0.52 35.6 0.15
Ours w/o pose MLP 0.54 33.4 0.15

Ours with identity and pose MLPs 0.58 25.5 0.13

• Average Content Distance (ACD). ACD [30] measures
the L1-distance between embedded features of the input
and generated images. A lower value indicates better
identity similarity between images before and after
editing. We employ the prominent facial recognition
network DeepFace [26] to extract face code for each
individual and calculate the distance for each expression
editing.

We provide comparison results in Tables Ia and Ib for the
MUG and MEAD datasets, respectively. We observe that our
approach significantly outperforms approaches 1, 2, 3 for the
ECS and FID metrics. We have that ACD of our method is
the same as approach 2 of FOMM method.

E. Ablation study

To quantify the need of MLPs after identity and pose
embeddings, we conduct ablation experiments by removing
both these modules and by removing MLP after identity
embedding, while using MLP after pose embedding and
vice versa. The measured degradation in quality is shown
in Tables IIa and IIb for the MUG and MEAD datasets
respectively.

V. CONCLUSIONS

We present a simple and powerful way to create reenact-
ment videos with desired emotion using a pre-trained fixed
GAN. Rather than training a new model, we take existing
identity and pose representations and discover techniques
for controlling them. In particular, we interpret the face
representation learned by Latent Pose Descriptors (LPD)
head reenactment system and conduct a study on disentan-
glement of pose, identity and emotion. By leveraging the
semantic knowledge encoded in the latent space, we are
able to realistically edit emotions in reenactment videos.
We compare presented method with the state-of-art methods
for editing emotions in reenactment videos, and show that
our method provides the most realistic results, as well as
preserves face identity best, while generating videos with
the desired emotion.
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